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1.0 Context Analysis
1.1 Introduction
Soccer is widely argued as the world’s most popular sport. This is a game played with
two opposing teams. Each team consists of ten field players and one goalie. Figure 1 depicts the
standard dimensions of the field used to play soccer matches. Field dimensions have a great deal
of variability depending on the level being played (high school, college, professional, etc.). Since
we are focusing on the collegiate level, we provided an appropriate diagram, according to NCAA
standards [3].
The game relies on a specific set of rules that are regulated by the governing bodies of the
sport; the National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) at collegiate levels. The objective of
the game is to score more goals than the opposing teams. This is the primary offensive tactic is
for the team’s players to connect a series of passes in order to penetrate the opposing team's
defenses and score on a goal. If the team does not have ball possession, then the strategy is
switched to defensive as the players attempt to regain ball control by not letting the opposing
team score. The team with the most goals at the end of the regulation (90 minute session) is
declared the winner of the match. If there is a tie then there will be two 10 minute halves and the
first team to score a goal will win the match.
Traditionally, the way soccer has been played was heavily based on the coach's expertise
as well as their experience with the sport. As a result, they are ultimately held responsible in the
decisions made during matches. However, soccer has slowly been making the transition in
utilizing data analysis for making important decisions [9], which will be our focus in developing
our Expert Coaching System.

Figure 1: Standard College Soccer Field
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1.2 Soccer’s Netcentricity
Soccer analytics has been developing over time and has only made significant progress in
recent years. This is primarily due to the sports complexity when compared to more discrete
sports such as baseball. A prime example of soccer's complexity is the network of passes made
between team members in certain areas of the field. These networks only represent a fraction of
all of the passes made during the 90 minute playing period (plus overtime). An example
developed by Luis A. Nunes Amaral and his team of scientists at Northwestern University
depicts this idea of flow centrality in Figure 2 [4].

Figure 2: Soccer passing network model for Euro 2008

The diagram visualizes 3 European championship matches held in 2008 between the
Spanish and 3 other teams (Italy, Russia, and Germany). The numbered circular nodes indicate
the player’s jersey (identity of the player). The nodes are color-coded and sized to indicate the
passing accuracy and player performance respectively. The arcs in between each node represent
the passes made from one player to another. Each arc has a unique width which entails the
successful passes made. The width of the arc grows at an exponential rate based on the
successful passes completed between 2 players. This is ultimately how soccer’s flow centrality is
measured as it assesses the players with least/most contributions during matches. This visual
network can then help coaches make decisions for future matches.
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1.3 Soccer Analytics History
Soccer analytics is still relatively in its infancy as it has only become more relevant in
recent years. The movement of big data analytics in major league sports began with the
development of the Sabermetrics model used in major league baseball in the 1970’s [7]. Since
then, various major sports began adopting sport analysis in their respective programs Figure 3
depicts this as it illustrates the percentages of major league sports that have adopted sports
analytics in their respective programs [7].

Figure 3: Displays in percentages the number of teams in each major league sport that have adopted data analytics

1.4 Role of the Coach
The Head Coach has to be aware of four different aspects of their team: tactical, physical,
technical, psychosocial. These are the four basic areas which can be perfected to create a
winning team [6]. The tactical aspect of coaching involves the entire team. A coach must
implement a certain strategy to their team and they must all work together to carry out that
strategy. These strategies are taught and practiced during training sessions before games. The
physical aspect of soccer is making sure players are in shape, fast, and strong. Coaches work
with trainers and strength coaches to ensure all players are at a particular physical level measured
through fitness and strength tests. The technical aspect looks at the individual ability of each
player and how they dribble, pass, shoot, defend, etc. Head coaches and assistant coaches work
with players in training to maximize their technical abilities through drills and extra practice
[6]. The psychosocial aspect looks into player’s minds. A player with a good psychosocial
ability is able to stay focused throughout the game, remain competitive in training and games in
order to get better, and act as a positive teammate to make the team better. Psychosocial training
can occur during team trainings led by the coach as well as through team building activities off
the field.
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1.4.1 How Coaching is done

Each coach has a different strategy to carry out their role as a coach. Through experience
and expertise, coaches have learned what works and does not work while trying to create a
successful team. There are two ends of the spectrum when it comes to coaching strategies:
traditional and data driven [6]. A coach who relies heavily on manual coaching uses their
expertise to recognize patterns and changes that need to be made during trainings and games.
This is known as traditional coaching and can be seen in the figure below in red. The traditional
coach will make changes in training to prepare the team for the game. They will then make more
adjustments at halftime [5]. After the game, they will watch the game footage and talk with the
assistant coaches to analyze their play in order to prepare for the next training sessions and
upcoming games. A coach who is heavily data driven uses generated data from trainings and
games to recognize holes in the strategy and make changes accordingly at halftime and after
games. This allows them to ‘see’ the complexity that is often hard to pick up with the naked eye.
A hybrid coach uses both data and expertise as part of their coaching strategy. This strategy is
shown in the blue on the figure below. Most coaches fall somewhere in the middle between
traditional and data driven based on their preference.

Figure 4: Coaching Diagram

1.4.2 Strategies

Coaches implement different formations which have different advantages or
disadvantages. Most coaches use a system which benefits their strengths, as well as taking into
consideration how their opponents will play. While the most popular formations at the college
level are a 4-4-2 and 4-3-3, these formations have a multitude of variations depending on how
the coach wants to play [13]. The outside midfielders/wingers can be pushed higher or drop back
depending on the situation. The central midfielders will often rotate and change roles throughout
the game. Often, one forward will play higher while the other takes on a holding role. These
formation deviations and constant changes throughout the game add to the complexity that
coaches have to prepare for and make adjustments accordingly.
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Formation Examples:

Figure 5: 4-4-2 formation

With a 4-4-2, there is usually an advantage out wide with the outside midfielders as well
as up top with two forwards. However, it is easy to be outnumbered defensively in center
midfield [13].

Figure 6: 4-3-3 formation

A 4-3-3 is very flexible with the 3 midfielders often all playing in the center and the
outside wingers being able to drop in to defend. With this formation you have an advantage with
lots of numbers forward but can easily be countered through wide positions [13].
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1.5 Tournament and Coaching Background
1.5.1 Atlantic 10 Conference

George Mason University’s inaugural season into the Atlantic 10 conference in 2013 [1].
The Atlantic 10 consists of 13 teams, most recently adding Davidson in 2014. Each team in the
conference will play each other once during a season. Based on each team's record in conference
play will determine who qualifies for the Atlantic 10 tournament. The Atlantic 10 does not use
an RPI ranking system. Instead the conference weights a win, loss and tie; a win is worth three
points, a loss zero points and a tie is worth one point. The tournament takes the top eight teams
with the most points at the end of conference play [14]. Based on the standings the teams will
enter a single elimination play at a predetermined host school. Based on the last ten years of data,
only once has the top seeded team won the tournament. The winner of the tournament will get an
automatic bid into the NCAA tournament.
1.5.2 NCAA Tournament

The NCAA tournament, also known as the college cup, is a competition that is designed
to find the best division 1 school in the country. The tournament is single elimination, bracket
style tournament, consisting of forty eight teams [14]. There are twenty two spots reserved in the
tournament for the conference championship winners, while the remaining twenty six places are
for the teams with the highest RPI (rating percentage index) in the country [8]. The top sixteen
teams who make it into the tournament will get an automatic bid for the first round,
automatically qualifying them to the second round.
1.5.3 Rating Percentage Index (RPI)

The rating percentage index, consists of three parts [8]. The first is team A’s winning
percentage. This equation focuses just on how well the team's record in without weighting the
opponent’s competition level:
𝑇
2

(𝑊+ )
𝑊+𝐿+𝑇

, W = win, L = loss, and T = tie

The second part of the RPI is the opponent’s average winning percentage. There are three
possible equations for this part of the RPI score, the first is if the team won, the second is if the
teams tied, and the third is if the team loses. These equations focus on how difficult the opponent
that you played is. This is important because not all teams have the same difficulty level so teams
can be rewarded for having a difficult schedule:
𝑶𝑾+

𝑶𝑻
𝟐
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2
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OW = Opponent’s win, OL = opponents loss, and OT = opponents tie
The first part of the RPI is the opponent’s average winning percentage. This part of the
RPI score takes into account your opponents competition:
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x ̅ of Team A’s opponents’ part 2
Then all three parts of the RPI are combined to get the final RPI score for your team:
𝑅𝑃𝐼 =

𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡 1 + (2 ∗ 𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡 2) + 𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡 3
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1.5.4 Historical Atlantic 10 Data

Two figures below show past ten years of winning percentages in A-10
conference. The winning percentages for each year with use the first equation that was discussed
in RPI section. Figure 7 shows that Saint Louis has the highest winning percentage. Figure 8
shows the differences in winning percentage
between GMU and Saint Louis [14-22].

Figure 8: George Mason vs Saint Louis Winning Percentages

Figure 7: A-10 Historic Winning Percentages
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1.5.5 What a Win is Worth

An important point for the expert coaching system is to determine how much a win is
worth to the coaches. This is to establish the importance of our system, and its value. Below is a
table for public school head coaches’ salaries in the Atlantic 10 Conference and then the head
coach’s salaries in the historically best universities in the country [14-20]:

School

Salary

Win %

Conference
Wins

NCAA
Championships

Years Coaching
at School

Total
Experience

UCLA

205,000

75%

4

4

12

14

Maryland

206,000

71%

4

2

23

25

UI

176,225

62%

1

3

6

12

UNC

88,044

58%

1

2

5

23

URI

72,500

55%

2

0

3

12

VCU

90,640

55%

0

0

6

15

UVA

115,400

52%

2

2

20

26

GMU

90,855

51%

2

0

11

24

UMASS

108,681

47%

1

0

1

24

Table 1: Coaches’ salaries and number of wins in the country

From this data, it can be seen that on average a NCAA championship winning coach
salary is $67,457 more than an Atlantic 10 coach. The graph below takes how many total wins
from 2004-2014 years versus coaches’ salaries:
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Figure 9: Trends for wins versus salary

From figure 9, it can be seen that the coaches from the schools that have won the most
championships in the past ten years are the highest paid [14-20, 22-23]. This is with the
exception of the UNC coach which in an outlier in the graph. Otherwise it can be seen that the
more wins a team has the higher salary the head coach will have

2.0 Gap Analysis
Replicate Saint Louis Success By:
1. Win Atlantic 10 Conference Championship 2 times every 5 years (40% of the time) [1720].
2. Receive an NCAA Bid 6 times every 10 years (60% of the bids) [15].
3. Average RPI Score of .56 [(based on historical data researched in the past 10 years)
Resulting success will help close head coach's salary gap of $67,000
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3.0 Stakeholder Analysis
3.1 Stakeholder Analysis Table
Class

Stakeholder

Goals

Tensions

Head Coach

Produce a team that gives highest
probability of winning
Keep job, get next big job

Pressure from University
to win
Old school coaching ideals

Assistant Coaches

Scout best players for the team
Prepare the team for games
Become head coach

Disagreements with head
coach
Doesn’t always have a say
in decisions

Player

Perform at highest level
Get to next level (pro)

Trainers

Have as few injuries as possible
Rehab injured players

Not getting played by
coach
Playing on a losing team
Can’t always control how
hard coach pushes players

Investors (University)

Fund a winning team
Make money through ticket and
memorabilia sales
Market the University in a positive
fashion

Want immediate success
(not always possible)
Budget is only so big

Parents

Invest money in youth
development in hopes of college
scholarships and professional
contracts
Train youth players in hopes of
signing with professional clubs

Can’t be involved with
coaches like at the youth
level

Earn revenue from data software
sales

Multiple data companies
competing with one
another

Primary

Secondary

Academies
Tertiary

Data Analytic
Companies

Players move, go onto
college

Table 2: Stakeholder goals and tensions

Above is a tabular representation of the multiple stakeholders involved in the Expert
Coaching system. The table illustrates the certain goals each stakeholders have in general with
the sport of soccer. Our primary concern is how these goals can often conflict with one or more
of the stakeholders, which create the tensions present in our scope. With the implementation of
the expert coaching tool, we hope to alleviate these tension problems and create a win-win
scenario for our respective stakeholders.
We have separated the stakeholders into 3 levels (primary, secondary, and tertiary) in
order to better understand their level of stake with respect to our system.
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3.1.1 Primary Stakeholders

These are the group of stakeholders that would directly experience the effect with the
implementation of our Expert Coaching System. These stakeholders primarily consist of the
people or group of people most involved in the actual playing of the sport. This includes the
players, the coaches (head and assisted), and the trainers.
3.1.2 Secondary Stakeholders

The secondary stakeholders are the group of stakeholders that would indirectly benefit if
the Expert Coaching System was validated. This includes the investors/owners of the team (in
our case that would be George Mason University), the player’s parents, and academies or youth
clubs that play below college level sports.
3.1.4 Tertiary Stakeholders
The tertiary stakeholders are the people or organizations that do not really take part in the
implementation process nor are directly or indirectly affected, but nonetheless are involved
within the scope of our system. This includes the Sports Analytics Company that provides the
statistical reports for George Mason University.
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3.2 Stakeholder Interactions Diagram

Figure 10: Positive and negative tensions between stakeholders

The above figure visually illustrates each of stakeholders that are involved within our
system. For simplistic viewing, the diagram is organized based on their level of stake each
stakeholder has with the implementation of our Expert Coaching tool. As a result, the diagram is
decomposed to the primary, secondary, and tertiary levels. The diagram also depicts their
interactions with one another by showing the positive (green) relationships as well as the
negative (red) tensions present between the stakeholders. By doing so, our team determined our
top level mission requirements for our Expert Coaching System in order to help alleviate these
tensions. Each of the relationships are elaborated in tabular format in the following section.
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3.3 Stakeholder Interactions Table
Stakeholder
Interaction

Positive Relationship (+)

Negative Relationship (-)

Head coach / Player

Head coach develops the player,
and in return the player delivers
their best performance.

Head coach chooses not to
play the player in matches.
The player in turn wouldn’t
really develop as an athlete

Investors / Head coach

Investor provides a salary as well
as resources and in return, the head
coach increases the schools
revenue and reputation through
ticket sales and game wins.

Head coach may have to take
responsibility for
unsuccessful games. As a
result, he could be in danger
of losing his job from the
owners/investors.

NCAA / George Mason
University

NCAA regulates the rules the
soccer teams must follow and in
return, the owner make sure their
soccer team provides fair
gameplay.

If the investor’s team break
the rules laid out by the
governing associations, then
the NCAA/FIFA will have to
set out consequences for the
team (such as disqualification
from tournaments, game
suspensions, etc.).

Head Coach / Assistant Both coaches run practices and
drills together in the hopes that the
Coach
assistant coach can learn through
head coach’s expertise for the
future.
Player / Trainer

The player requests to visit to the
trainer for fitness evaluation, and
the trainer will determine if the
player is suitable to play or not.

Coaches / Trainer

The coaches can request to send an
injured or fatigued player in the
hopes that the trainer can
successfully rehabilitate them.

Player / Academies

The player may help the academies
(youth clubs) win, and as a result,
the player could win possible
scholarships for future collegiate
career

Possible disagreements may
occur between coaching
strategies which can lead to
poor coaching dynamics
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Head Coach/
Academies

Can “steal” the player from the
club in order to promote their own
team

Player / Parents

The parents invest their time and
money in the hopes that their child
player can become a successful
collegiate athlete

Player pressured to succeed
by parents, which could have
a negative psychological
effect on performance

Table 3: Positive and negative relationship between stakeholders

4.0 Problem Statement
George Mason University Men’s Soccer Team is not consistently achieving NCAA
Tournament bids at a high rate (2 bids out of last 10 years).

5.0 Need Statement
There is a need for a coaching tool that uses coaching expertise and uses soccer game
data to understand the complexity of soccer and seek a competitive advantage in order to
increase the probability of an NCAA Tournament bid to 3 bids out of every 5 years (60% of the
bids).

6.0 Concept of Operations
Figure 11 below illustrates our concept of operation for the expert coaching system.
When a season starts, coaches will develop training sessions to prepare the team for games. At
halftime of the first game, data is generated using outside sports analytics companies. These
statistics and probability maps are input into the expert coaching system which is able to
recognize patterns and process statistical data. This system is then able to output tactical
adjustments to the coach in order to increase the probability of winning the game. After the
game, more data is generated which is again input into the expert coaching system which will
output more tactical adjustments. Because the game is over, these adjustments will be used in
training after the game in order to prepare for the next game. This cycle is repeated throughout
the whole season,
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Figure 11: The process for our solution concept of operations.

7.0 Requirements
7.1 Mission Requirements
Based on our stakeholder analysis, we developed our top-level mission requirements for
our system. These are as follows:
Mission Requirement #
MR. 1.0

Requirement Description
The Expert Coaching System (ECS) shall recommend XX possible strategies
based on game data gathered in real time.

MR. 2.0

The ECS shall recommend XX possible strategies based on gameplay data
gathered by halftime

MR. 3.0

The ECS shall recommend XX possible strategies based on gameplay data
gathered by overtime.
Table 4: Description of mission requirements
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7.2 Functional Requirements
The Functional requirements our expert coaching system shall perform.
Functional
Requirement #
FR. 1.0

Requirement Description
The ECS shall run a simulated soccer game derived from collected gameplay
data.

FR. 2.0

The ECS shall accurately recognize soccer field patterns using probability maps
90% of the time.

FR. 3.0

The ECS shall accurately quantify pass rate probabilities in-between the 14
zones from game data 95% of the time.

FR. 4.0

The ECS shall accurately determine goal probability rates that can be made
from each of the 14 zones.
Table 5: Description of functional requirements

7.3 Input Requirements
Input Requirement #

Requirement Description

IR. 1.0

The ECS shall input statistics from Sports Data company providers.

IR. 2.0

The ECS shall input zone graph percentages from InStat to run the simulation.

IR. 3.0

The ECS shall input XX coaching rules to be used to make adjustments.

Table 6: Description of input requirements
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7.4 Output Requirements
Output Requirement
#

Requirement Description

OR. 1.0

The ECS shall output a table showing the relationship between current
formations utilized and possible adjustments that are recommended by the
system.

OR. 2.0

The ECS shall output correct coaching adjustments that result in 30% greater
chance of winning

OR. 3.0

The ECS shall output tactical adjustments xx amount of hours after receiving
game data from Data analytics’ providers.
Table 7: Description of output requirements

8.0 Simulation Design
The original concept for the simulation design has been done by a previous senior design
group at George Mason University [25]. The Soccer Referee Proficiency project heavily focused
on the accuracy of the referee calls instead of how the coaching decisions in strategy will impact
the outcome of the game. Therefore, we have utilized their previous projects code and reverse
engineered it down to the baseline code. With this done, we were able to build the objectives of
the ECS and synchronize with the existing code.

8.1 Objective
The objective of our simulation is to simulate a full 90 minute game based on acquired
game data to determine how the coaching system rules will impact the outcome of the game.
This tool will be used by the coaching staff as an aide to help coaches recognize the complexity
of what is happening in the game. The end goal of the simulation is to run game data and
generate data reports at halftime for our system to use and output tactical adjustments. This will
show if the system coaching rules captures where the numerical advantage of the players is
located throughout the second half to change the outcome of the game in a positive manner. This
simulation will verify the need for our system in order to gain an advantage over opponents.
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8.2 Simulation Requirements
Simulation
Requirements #
SR 1.0

Requirement Description

SR 2.0

The simulation shall follow strategies of George Mason University
Men’s Soccer Team formations.

SR 3.0

The simulation shall follow 1 set of probability maps per strategy.

SR 4.0

The simulation shall update the probability map of successful passing
rate percentages once the ball moves from one zone to another.

SR 5.0

The simulation shall change the possession of the ball after a shot or
intercepted pass.

SR 6.0

The simulation shall calculate average player location within 1 of the 14
zones in order to determine feasible pass rates from zone to zone.

The simulation shall input zone graph data consisting of 14 zones of a
standard NCAA soccer field.

Table 8: Description of simulation requirements

8.3 Probability Maps
The input to our simulation is raw passing data that has been transformed into probability
maps as shown below. Each map consists of 14 zones; when the probability of each map is
summed together it will equal one. We decided to use this format because it is congruent with
the layout of the field as well as consistent with the data analytics company providing the data.
The passing data was collected in excel from the data analytics reports provided from the
George Mason University coaching staff. Each action recorded captures the time in the game the
action occurred, if it was a success, what zone the pass came from, what zone it was received,
what strategy was being played, and what type of action it was (pass or shot).

Figure 12: Example of Probability Map Flow
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Each strategy has a total of 15 probability maps. There is a probability map for every
zone depending on which zone the ball is in. For each map, there are a total of 13 possible
passing opportunities since a ball is not allowed to be passed within its own zone. The only time
a ball will be moved within its own zone is when a player decides to dribble the ball. Together
these maps create fourteen of the fifteen total maps. The fifteenth probability map is the
probability of scoring from a zone once a shot has been taken.
Figure 12 above shows the way a ball can move between probability maps. These maps
were derived based off of five previous passing game data. In this example the ball is always
going to the next highest probability but this will not be the case in our simulation. The next
zone is chosen by a random number generator that generates a random probability. The code
will then sum the zone probabilities starting from zone 0 to 13 until the random probabilities
number has been met.

8.4 Ball Movement

Figure 13: Ball movement diagram

Figure 13 above is placed in called in each one of the zone. The ball is received in the
zones which will take 1.5 seconds. Then the player has a choice to either pass or dribble the ball.
If they decide to dribble the ball then the ball will stay within the zone and then they have to pass
the ball. Once the ball has been passed the ball will transition. During this transition period the
ball can either be successfully passed to another zone or it can be turned over to the other team.
If the ball was shot during the pass block then the ball will automatically transfer teams no
matter if the shot was successful or unsuccessful.
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8.5 Output
While the simulation is running, there is a running count for all statistics someone can
normally see during a real time game. Such statistics include who has possession, scores, shots
made/attempted, and the time counter. Our simulation also keeps real time data for passing
percentages and the percentage of game each team has had possession.
In addition to the real time stats the simulation will output a table at halftime and at the
end of the game. This table includes the time, action, what action the zone went from and where
it went, possession, if it was successful, and what the score was. This table will then be run
through our coaching rules to determine if the strategy needs to change. Therefore the coaches
will be able to see the strategy that was changed at halftime and in turn how the statistics
changed in comparison to the first half of the game.

8.6 Field Functions
One of the major obstacles for our simulation was being unable to program the individual
adjuncts (every player). To overcome this challenge we divided the field into sections; right
wing zone (RWZone), left wing zone (LWZone), middle zone (MZone), defensive zone
(DZone), midfielder zone (MidZone), and forward zone (FZone). These section represent each
critical sections of the field which will allow us to look at how to ball is moving in each part.
Figure 14 below is how the numbering of the zones is programed into our simulation.

Figure 14: Zone Map Numbers

Table 9 describes what zones are included in each section as well as the total passing
percentages for each formation. These numbers were determined by the George Mason
University Coaching Staff and what they believed the ideal possession for each position should
be.
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Function

Zone

4-3-3
Flat

4-3-3
Triangle

4-4-2
Flat

4-4-2 Narrow
Diamond

Right Wing Zone

10 - 13

40%

30%

30%

25%

Left Wing Zone

0-3

40%

30%

30%

25%

Middle Zone

4-9

20%

40%

40%

50%

Defense Zone

0,4,5,10

20%

25%

20%

20%

Midfield Zone

1,2,6,7,11,12

50%

55%

50%

55%

Forward Zone

3,8,9,13

30%

20%

30%

25%

Table 9: Function and passing percentage table

8.7 Coaching Rules
For the beginning of our simulation we wanted to utilize the most important aspects of
each formation. The tables below are broken up into the beginning strategy and the rules that
will be checked for each. The second row of the table is the first rule that will be checked, then
the second rule if the first passes and then if both of the rules work then the strategy will not be
changed. If another team uses the system, a different set of rules will be created.
Current Strategy 4-3-3 Flat

Tactical Change

RWZone <= 40% and
LWZone <= 40%

4-3-3 Triangle
Message: Ball needs to get out wide because passing in wing zones is
xx change formation

Dzone > 20% and Fzone is
<= 30%

4-4-2 Flat
Message: Ball is being passed to much in the defensive zone and not
enough attacking is occurring. Switch formation to 422 flat.

Current Strategy meets
criteria

Message: continue to play with current strategy.

Table 10: 4-3-3 Flat Strategy Rules
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Current Strategy 4-3-3
Triangle

Tactical Change

MidZone<= 40%

4-4-2 Flat
Message: Find central midfielder more to change to 4-4-2 flat and get
number out wide if you cannot find central midfielders

Midzone <= 55% and
Dzone>= 25%

4-4-2 Diamond
Message: switch to 4-4-2 triangle to get more numbers up the field

Current Strategy meets
criteria

Message: continue to play with current strategy.
Table 11: 4-3-3 Triangle Strategy Rules

Current Strategy 4-4-2
Flat

Tactical Change

RWZone ≤ 30% and
LWZone ≤ 30%

4-4-2 Diamond
Message: Ball needs to get out wide because passing in wing zones is
xx change formation

Dzone > 20% and Mzone
is ≤ 50%

4-4-2 Diamond
Message: Ball is being passed too much in the defensive zone and not
enough attacking is occurring. Switch formation to 4-4-2 diamond to
get the ball in the midfield and forward.

Current Strategy meets
criteria

Message: continue to play with current strategy.
Table 12: 4-4-2 Flat Strategy Rules
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Current Strategy 4-4-2
Diamond

Tactical Change

MidZone ≤ 50%

4-3-3 Triangle
Message: Need to find central midfielders with the ball. Change to a 43-3 triangle and get ball inside.

Midzone ≤ 50%

4-4-2 Flat
Message: Ball needs to go through the middle more. Switch to a 4-4-2
flat to get the ball to the wider flanks.

Current Strategy meets
criteria

Message: continue to play with current strategy.
Table 13: 4-3-3 Diamond Strategy Rules

8.7 Simulation Interface
The interface of the simulation is where coaches will be able to choose what strategy they
want to play to start the first half of the game [25]. Then they will be able to watch the game in
real time or quickly based on their preference. The interface also shows the running game
statistics which are also reported in the half-time and final report table.

Figure 15: Simulation User Interface
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9.0 Design of Experiment
The following design of experiment is created in order to simulate many different game
strategies using the different formations. Each of these formations is run with resulting passing
percentages in each zone. With these passing percentages is a ± 5% buffer in place to alleviate
the slight possible variance in the passing percentages. This experiment is run to show the
possible variances of the run of play and more experiments will be run in the future to verify the
multitude of possible formations during a game.
Formations

Flat

Replications

Right Wing
Zone

Left Wing
Zone

Middle
Zone

≤ 30%

≤ 30%

≤ 40%

> 30%

> 30%

> 40%

≤ 25%

≤ 25%

≤ 50%

> 25%

> 25%

> 50%

≤ 40%

≤ 40%

≤ 20%

> 40%

> 40%

> 20%

≤ 30%

≤ 30%

≤ 40%

> 30%

> 30%

> 40%

250

4-4-2
Diamond

Flat

250

250

4-3-3
Triangle

250

Message
Get ball
wide
Continue
Strategy
Find
central
players
Continue
Strategy
Get ball
wide
Continue
Strategy
Find
central
players
Continue
Strategy

Tactical
Change
4-4-2
Diamond
None
4-3-3
Triangle
None
4-3-3
Triangle
None
4-4-2
Flat
None

Table 14: Focuses on the right, left and middle of the field
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Formations

Replications

Defense
Zone

Midfield
Zone

Forward
Zone

Message

Tactical
Change

250

≥ 20%

≤ 50%

≤ 30%

Get ball
higher

4-4-2
Diamond

< 20%

> 50%

> 30%

Continue
Strategy

None

≥ 20%

≤ 55%

≤ 25%

Find central
players

4-4-2 Flat

< 20%

> 55%

> 25%

Continue
Strategy

None

≥ 20%

≤ 50%

≤ 30%

Get ball high

4-4-2 Flat

< 20%

> 50%

> 30%

Continue
Strategy

None

≥ 25%

≤ 55%

≤ 20%

Find higher
players

4-4-2
Diamond

< 25%

> 55%

> 20%

Continue
Strategy

None

Flat
4-4-2
250
Diamond

250
Flat
4-3-3
250
Triangle

Table 15: Focus on the defensive, midfield, and forward zones of the field
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10.0 Validation for Concept of Operations
Figure 16 shows how we plan to validate the expert coaching system. The simulated
game will start with a set of probability maps (one strategy) as the input. The simulation will run
the game until half time where it will output the table for the first half. Then for the second half
of the game the simulation will run the game without making any changes to the original
probability maps and compile the results. The simulation will also take the halftime data and run
it through the expert coaching system rules and then compile the results for the second half of the
game. If the expert coaching rules makes a change to the strategy a new set of probability maps
will be put into the simulation to run for the second half of the game. At the end of both games
the results will be compared to see if the expert coaching rules had a positive impact on the
outcome of the game.

Figure 16: Validation of Concept of Operations Diagram

If the ECS system rules are working properly there will be a shift in the in probability of
winning as seen in Figure 17. This illustrates how the score differential will increase after we
run the simulation through a Monte Carlo simulation 2000 times.

.
Figure 17: Probability Shift Diagram
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11.0 Preliminary Results
We are currently in the debugging phase of for our simulation and trying to get the simulation to
completely accept our input data correctly so we do not have any preliminary results we are ready to
discuss yet. The simulation currently consists of 2,000 lines of java code. The original code was over
10,000 lines, but we had to remove all of the refereeing code, along with any extra code that was not
being used in any way for their simulation. Another significant change we had to make was changing a
60 cell grid to a 14 cell grid that was not evenly space. The 2,000 lines of code currently consists of 9
classes, and 19 class files. The coaching rules and field zone functions still need to be added but the most
important thing to focus on right now is being able to successfully get the simulation to accept our
probability maps for the four different strategies for GMU.
In addition to the java code we used a similar macro as the previous George Mason University
senior design team. The macro is coded in visual basic in order to create the probability maps. For the
raw data we collected, we found around 325 passes occurring during one game. With a total of five
games collected we have around 1625 passes to create our probability maps. We were also able to collect
passing data from the other team who also passed around 325 times a game. In addition to this we created
the shots probability maps for GMU and the opposing teams.
The next steps in creating a successful simulation is inputting the zone functions and coaching
rules. Then being able to successfully produce the halftime and final reports. We are expecting to have
this finished in the next couple weeks and be able to gather and analyze the results.
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12.0 Systems Risks
Some of the system risks is shown in Table 16. The mitigation for most of these risks will
be verify by running the simulation a certain amount of time with many scenarios. By doing so
the probability of these risks occur will be decrease.
Risk Category

Risk

Risk Mitigation

Safety

The system may put human
life into risk

Create XX scenarios and run
the simulation xx times

Money

The system may not make
money or even lose money

Compare win probability using
system with how much each
win is worth

Bad Advice

The system gives bad advice

Test system with XX scenarios
and verify accurate results with
coaches

Expert System Rules

Input inaccurate rules into the
system

Talk to XX coaches to get
various opinions of accurate
rules

The output of the system is
inaccurate

Create XX scenarios to test
simulation

Simulation

Table 16: System Risks Table

The risk matrix shows five levels of the probability the risk will occur and the how much
harm will it do to the system when the risk does occur. Table 17 is the system risk matrix. The
system is heavily depends on simulation. So it is serious when the team do face a simulation
problem.
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Consequences
Negligible

Minor

Moderate

Serious

Critical

Likelihood

High
Medium
High

1.5 Simulation

Medium
Medium
Low

1.4 Expert
System Rules

1.3 Bad Advice 1.1 Safety
1.2 Money

Low
Table 17: System Risks Matrix
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13.0 Project Management
13.1 Work Breakdown Structure (WBS)

Figure 18: Top level Work Breakdown Structure

The figure displayed above is our specified work breakdown structure for our Expert
Coaching System project. The hierarchy illustrates how our project is decomposed to eleven
categories, which are then further broken down to the specific aspects we will be spending time
on when completing this project.
Management includes WBS, PERT Chart, and cost analysis. The cost analysis section
includes budget and Earned value. This section will be continuously updated through the
duration of the project.
Research is decomposed to preliminary research, ongoing research, and data collection.
Preliminary research is done to complete our context analysis, stakeholder analysis, gap analysis,
problem statement, and need statement. This has been done at this point in our project
timeline. Ongoing research is focused around our design alternatives, design of experiment,
simulation development, and other necessary research for the project. Data collection includes
analyzing data to create algorithms and equations.
The CON-OPS section contains our context analysis, stakeholder analysis, gap analysis,
problem statement, need statement, statement of work, and project risks.
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Originating requirements section is the process of formulating mission, stakeholder,
functional, input, and output requirements for our Expert Coaching System.
Design Alternatives is decomposed by the process of how to evaluate all the alternatives
for the system. Which includes initial design alternatives, finalize design alternatives, develop
criteria, create weights, and lastly evaluate alternatives.
Design of Experiment contained creating simulation and utilization. Creating simulation
is gathering all the information and design how is the simulation functioning.
Modeling / Simulation section is where we actually build, test, analysis the simulation.
Analysis includes data analysis which will be the statistics our system produce and the
outcome of using our Expert Coaching System. Risk analysis, identify the risks for using the
system.
The conclusion aspect is the process of evaluating, validating, and verifying our system.
Once accomplished, we then provide results and recommendations for our stakeholders.
Presentations and documentations decomposed to all the deadline for any deliverables.

13.2 Project Timeline & Critical Path
The project began August 31, 2015 and is expected to end on May 9, 2015. The project
plan was completed in Microsoft Project. Microsoft Project helped us in developing our Gantt
chart and using the feature provided, we were able to identify the critical path of the project.
Most of our major tasks are in the critical path. The critical path is visible by the red bars in the
Gantt chart and tasks are highlighted in yellow on the left.
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Figure 19: Tasks in critical path part 1
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Figure 20: Tasks in critical path part 2
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Figure 21: Tasks in critical path part 3
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13.3 Risk Mitigation
In Table 18 are some of our possible risks in the project life cycle. We created a risk
mitigation table for some critical tasks. The table contains sublevel tasks on critical path,
possible risks associate with each task, and plans to prevent the risk.
Critical Tasks
Data Collection

Foreseeable Risks
- Unable to get GMU Men’s
Soccer Team data
- Requirements are not
quantifiable
- Inaccurate rules input in the
system cause delay for
developing simulation

Mitigation
- Use dashboard to look at other
college Team’s data
- Rewrite requirements and make
sure requirements are testable
- Talk to xx coaches to get various
opinions of accurate rules before
developing simulation

Develop Simulation

- Unable to run simulation
correctly
- The simulation of the system is
inaccurate

- Test and debug while developing
simulation
- Using Monte Carlo simulation to
test xx times

Cost Analysis

- Having negative schedule
variance
- Having negative cost variance

- Work more hours than planned to
ensure project is on schedule
- Work more hours than planned to
ensure actual cost is under budget

Define Requirements
Coaching Rules

Table 18: Shows risks and mitigation for critical tasks

The table below shown the likelihood and consequences for each project risks.
Consequences
Negligible

Likelihood

High

Medium
High

Minor

Moderate

Serious

Critical

1.4 Cost
Analysis
1.5 Define
Requirement

1.3 Develop
Simulation

Medium
Medium
Low

1.1 Data
Collection

1.2 Coaching
Rules

Low
Table 19: Project Risks Matrix
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13.4 Project Budget & Performance Indices
Currently the average national Entry-level Systems Engineer and Junior Systems
Engineer yearly salary is approximately $74,041.00. After some calculations the hourly salary
came out to be $35.60. A standard George Mason University rate for instructional and research
was applied, which the worker receives approximately 33.10% of the total charged. So including
the rate our hourly salary is approximately $47.38. Then we rounded up to $50.00 [10-12].
Our total budget cost is based on our predicted working hours. Which is broken down to
eleven high level tasks shown in the table below. Our total predicted hours is based on our
educated guess on how long we would take for a task to be complete. It came out to be 2326
hours which is equivalent to a year and 9 weeks of work for an entry-level systems engineer /
junior systems engineer that work for 40 hours per week. Then multiplying the predicted hours
with our $50.00 hourly salary. The total cost of the Design of an Expert System Coach for
Complex Team Sports is $116,300.00.
Task Number
1

Task
Soccer Analytics

Planned Hours

Planned Value

2326

$

116,300.00

70

$

3,500.00

1.1

Management

1.2

Research

308

$

15,400.00

1.3

CONOPS

93

$

4,650.00

1.4

Originating Requirements

80

$

4,000.00

1.5

Design Alternatives

85

$

4,250.00

1.6

Design Of Experiment

88

$

4,400.00

1.7

Modeling / Simulation

995

$

49,750.00

1.8

Analysis

130

$

6,500.00

1.9

Conclusion

100

$

5,000.00

1.1

Presentations

107

$

5,350.00

Documentation

270

$

13,500.00

1.11

Table 20: Shows total predicted hours and cost for each high level task

By using Microsoft Excel inputting actual work hours and predicted hours throughout the
entire project. We were able to analyze the earned value of the Expert Coaching System. The
Figures below include data sets such as planned value, earned value, actual cost, cost
performance index, schedule performance index.
The Project Cost Analysis figure shows planned value (PV), actual cost (AC), and earned
value (EV) throughout the entire duration of the project. Actual cost is calculated by the actual
hours we worked for each week multiply by hourly salary. Earned value is calculated by the
percentage we completed a task multiply by hourly salary. Currently our actual cost of the
project is under planned value and we are earning a little less than planned value. That is due to
we overestimated the total time spent in research. Figure 23 shows a closer look of the project
cost analysis from week one to fourteen.
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Figure 22: Project Cost Analysis of the entire life cycle

Figure 23: Project Cost Analysis from week one to week fourteen

The Performance Index figure displayed below shows the Cost Performance Index (CPI) and
Schedule Performance Index (SPI) for our project. Our project cost is above the budget and we are a little
behind planned schedule, that is also due to the overestimation of Research.
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Figure 24: Performance Index from week one to week fourteen

13.5 Next Step Forward
Next semester the group will be continuing to work on the simulation, validating the
simulation, analyzing results, and providing recommendation. Throughout the project, we found
something that could be improve is the data collection process. The current data collection
method, was taking InStat data manually measured and drew out each zone. Then manually
collect each passes. This process was long. We are looking for a different way to collect data
such as pervious year project had a program where it uses computer to collect passes, or using a
video feed data collection. These are the ideas we thought could improve the process of data
collection.

14.0 Statement of Work
14.1 Scope of Work
The scope of work for the design of an Expert Coaching System (ECS) for complex team
sports includes all planning, design, implementation, risk mitigation, and validation. At each
stage, there will be a required briefing before the next stage of the project can be implemented.
SoccerLytics is responsible for making sure the proper resources are being allocated to the
proper phases in creating the expert coaching system. Specific briefings and milestones will be
listed in the Work Requirements and Schedules and Milestones sections of this SOW.

14.2 Period of Performance
The period of performance for the design of an expert system coach for complex team
sports is 181 days beginning on August 31, 2015 through May 9, 2015. All work is scheduled to
be completed in this time frame. Any modifications to this timeline will be discussed among
SoccerLytics and customers, but may require an increased cost to the system.
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14.3 Place of Performance
The design of an expert system coach for complex team sports will perform all of the
work at George Mason University. If special cases arise, some work may be completed at
George Mason University’s Field House. All meetings will be planned in advance to occur at a
special location to be held at George Mason University.

14.4 Work Requirements
SoccerLytics will be responsible for completing all tasks in the various stages of the
project in order to design an expert system coach for complex team sports. The following list is
the tasks which will result in the completion of this system:
Management
● SoccerLytics will create a detailed WBS and pert chart that will include the schedule with
a gantt chart and the critical path
● SoccerLytics will perform a cost analysis and budget plan. This plan will include
overhead and earned value of staff members.
Research
● SoccerLytics will conduct preliminary and ongoing research throughout the
implementation of the system to insure it is as accurate as possible
● SoccerLytics will be responsible for all data collection from InStat, and any extra video
data that is required.
CONOPS
● SoccerLytics will draft a context analysis for the system as well as create a system
context diagram
● SoccerLytics will conduct a stakeholder analysis that will identify the major stakeholders
and present them in a diagram
● SoccerLytics will conduct interviews using questionnaires to understand what every
stakeholder requires in the expert coach system
● SoccerLytics will perform a gap analysis
● SoccerLytics will finalize the problem and need statements for the system
Originating Requirements
● The mission requirements will be gathered from the stakeholders, then SoccerLytics will
form the design and functional requirements
Design of Experiment
● SoccerLytics will create simulations
● SoccerLytics will develop inputs for the simulations through analysis of InStat data
Analysis:
● SoccerLytics will perform a risk analysis for the system using FMEA and risk
management plans
Conclusion:
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● SoccerLytics will validate the system
● SoccerLytics will do a detailed evaluation of the system
● SoccerLytics will provide recommendations of the for system and its stakeholders
Project Closure:
●
●
●
●

All documentation will be in accordance with the approved project plan
SoccerLytics will present all briefings that are required on time
SoccerLytics will have a completed presentation for the faculty
SoccerLytics will have a completed final report, project plan, and conference papers
● SoccerLytics will turn in written weekly accomplishments and time sheets for staff
members

14.5 Schedule/Milestones
The below list consists of the milestones identified for the design of an expert system
coach for complex team sports:
Project Begins

August 31, 2015

Project Briefing 1

September 21, 2015

Project Briefing 2

October 5, 2015

MIT Abstract

October 6, 2015

Project Briefing 3

October 26, 2015

Project Briefing 4

September 9, 2015

Faculty Presentations

November 20, 2015

Proposal Final Report

December 9, 2015

Final Project Faculty Presentation

TBA

SIED Conference

April 1, 2015

Capstone Conference

May 1, 2015

Project Faculty Presentations

TBA

Project Closure/Archives Complete

TBA

14. 6 Acceptance Criteria
All deliverables will be made to the customer regarding the expert coaching system. The
customer will accept the deliverables and use a team to ensure each deliverable meets the
requirements. At the end of each project phase, SoccerLytics will provide a final phase report to
ensure the entire phase has been completed and the customer must approve the final report
before the next phase can begin. If they do not sign off, the customer must reply with tasks still
necessary in order for the phase to be complete.
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At the end of all project phases, a final project report will be submitted to the customer.
Acceptance from the customer acknowledges that all project tasks have been completed and all
deliverables have been met.
If any discrepancies arise, the customer must immediately contact SoccerLytics to discuss
any problems with tasks in order to minimize the scope of the mistake.
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